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These pagans can transform into leathern-wing bats, assassins for the forest. 

 

—

 To wizards, you appear faintly enchanted. 

 As a focus action, transform into a bat. 

o You can fly up to 5 arenas a round. 

o If you hold still, others are -4 to hit you. If you are moving, -6 to hit you. 

o You cannot inflict injury in bat form, but if you successfully roll to hit during the Shoot 

phase, the target loses an action or is -4 on their next action (DM choice.) 

o Echolocation reveals what is within your arena and adjacent arenas (even when moving) 

without need for sight. 

 

 Bat Awkwardness. You cannot use combat talents, magic talents, or physical talents based on the 

human form while in the shape of a bat. 

 Hollow Bones. You carry 1 less load than your Brawn. You gain no protection from armor heavier 

than leather; the impact passes right through into you. 

 

 

 Echolocation Boost. Constant. You gain echolocation in your arena and adjacent arenas in human 

form, and 1 arena in all directions per Awareness in bat form. 

 

 Impossible Dodge. Constant. You can buy off all Wounds of damage by spending Awesome Points, 

not just one. Each Wound must be paid off separately. 

 

 Mark Target. Rested. Beginning sometime after noon, spend a focus action staring at your target. 

Until the next dawn, you will have a sense of direction and distance of the target, unless the target is 

protected by some kind of magic cast by someone higher level than you. 

 

 Piercing Fang. Rested. Beginning sometime after noon, you spend an hour (improve the talent for 10 

minutes instead) meditating with a dagger or arrowhead, and touch it to your blood. Until sunrise, the 

point will ignore 1 Wound soaked by armor per your level. When the weapon has ignored as many 

Wounds from armor as your level, the enchantment ends. Anyone can use the dagger or arrow. 

 

 Twitch Reflex. Constant. You do not declare when you will act in the round before the round begins. 

Tell the DM when you are ready to act during the round. You do not need to roll initiative. 

 

 

 

 

 


